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Controlled vocabularies are common within bioinformatics resources. They can be used to
give a summary of the knowledge held about a particular entity. They are also used to
constrain values given for particular attributes of an entity. This helps create a shared
understanding of a domain and aids increased precision and recall during querying of
resources. Ontologies can also provide such facilities, but can also enhance their utility.
Controlled vocabularies are often simply lists of words, but may be viewed as a kind of
ontology. Ideally ontologies are structurally enriched with relationships between terms
within the vocabulary. Use of such rich forms of vocabularies in database annotation could
enhance those resources usability by both humans and computers. The representation of
the knowledge content of biological resources in a computationally accessible form opens
the prospect of greater support for a biologist investigating new data. Copyright # 2002
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction
Within the bioinformatics arena, there has been
much interest in ontologies over the past few years
[7]. It is almost true that this interest has been
matched by confusion as to the meaning of onto-
logy; what counts as an ontology; and to what uses
an ontology can be put. In this article I will discuss
these points with respect to the use of controlled
vocabularies within bioinformatics resources and
the relationship of such vocabularies to ontology.
Ultimately, my message will be less about an
exact deﬁnition of an ontology, but more about
how good the ontology is in terms of its ﬁtness
for purpose. First, I shall discuss the meaning of
ontology (see ‘What is ontology?’), particularly in
the context of a computer science understanding of
the term. The second topic in this section is a brief
discussion of what artifacts could be included under
the concept of ontology. The main argument of
the paper will be about the uses of controlled
vocabularies; their uses and how ontologies provide
a means for increasing their utility and enriching
our documents by making their knowledge compu-
tationally accessible (see ‘Document enrichment’).
This article will conclude with a brief discussion of
the points raised.
What is ontology?
Ontology is an old philosophical term borrowed by
modern computer science and in doing so, the
meaning has somewhat changed. Originally ontol-
ogy is the study or concern about what kinds of
things exist – what entities or ‘things’ there are in
the universe [3]. In broad terms this is a description
of that which we know. The modern deﬁnition of
ontology used in computer science is ‘a shared
understanding of a domain that is processable by
both computers and human beings’. In essence, the
only change is that we wish our ontologies to be
processable by computers; we might also be slightly
narrower, in that we talk about a domain, not the
Universe. The core deﬁnition of ontology is the
capturing of knowledge of a domain; everything
else is adornment, that practitioners use to discri-
minate between ontologies – especially their repre-
sentation style.
Knowledge is that which we understand about an
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wish to capture knowledge about the entity Enzyme;
we might say that it is a kind of Protein, with the
property of catalysing a Reaction. the reaction itself
has Substrates and Products and may involve a
Cofactor or two. This (and more) is what we
understand about the concept of Enzyme in the
domain of molecular biology.
Uschold [9] has a useful deﬁnition of the
computer science deﬁnition of an ontology:
An ontology may take a variety of forms, but
necessarily it will include a vocabulary of terms,
and some speciﬁcation of their meaning. This
includes deﬁnitions and an indication of how
concepts are inter-related which collectively
impose a structure on the domain and constrain
the possible interpretations of terms.
What people choose to call ‘ontology’ runs a
spectrum from a list of word; through glossaries
and thesaurae, database schema; simple taxo-
nomies; to artifacts built using knowledge represen-
tation languages such as Frames and Description
Logics [7]. All these forms capture knowledge; at
least to some extent. All create some sort of shared
understanding of a domain of interest. What is
more in doubt is the provision of speciﬁcation of
those terms and the embedding of terms within a
structure of relationships. These relationships from
one concept to another are one way in which the
properties of a concept can be described. These
relationships give ontologies some of their utility.
The line dividing ontology from non-ontology is
really in the eye of the beholder. I think an
ontology needs three components:
(i) A collection of terms representing concepts in
the domain;
(ii) Deﬁnitions of the meanings of those concepts,
either in the form of properties or natural
language descriptions; and
(iii) the concepts held within a lattice of relation-
ships, including taxonomic, is a kind of, parti-
tive, ..., relationships, that place one concept
within a context of other concepts.
A controlled vocabulary is often understood
simply to be a collection (a set or list) of terms.
There is some regulating authority that states
which terms can be used. the working deﬁnition of
ontology used here adds deﬁnition of terms and a
structure of relationships that support interpreta-
tion to this simple idea of controlled vocabulary.
An ontology can, however, be used to deliver a
controlled vocabulary. Using an ontology to give a
controlled vocabulary for annotation also delivers
deﬁnitions of terms used and, as we will see later, a
structure that can be exploited for processing the
knowledge in a resource.
Use of controlled vocabularies
Controlled vocabularies are used by annotators to
indicate values for certain attributes of the content
of a resource. Bates [2] talks of bringing the
annotator and investigator closer together. Bates
describes how the annotator has a deeper knowl-
edge or understanding of the annotated entity than
the person querying the database and that the
controlled vocabulary brings the investigator closer
to that understanding. This model may not be
wholly accurate in bioinformatics, where an inves-
tigator will have a range of understanding of the
entity (a protein, for instance) from a profound
understanding of a domain to the merely super-
ﬁcial. Bates’view about bringing annotator and
investigator closer does, however, remain a strong
point; it is the shared understanding that is
important. The Gene Ontology (GO) [8] is used to
annotate gene products as to their molecular
function, biological process and cellular location.
When the same ontology can be browsed by an
investigator to retrieve gene products, they are
using the same resource as the annotator and, it is
hoped, the ontology creates a shared understanding
of the domain that brings the two classes closer
together.
Controlled vocabularies are really used for what
the name implies. They are a collection of terms and
use in certain situations is restricted to those terms.
What this means is that a partial shared under-
standing is created. For instance, when the term
‘receptor’ is used in a SWISS-PROT [1] keyword
ﬁeld, that term is the only word allowed to denote
that concept – other synonyms are not allowed.
This shared understanding may be only partial as
the terms may not be deﬁned, nor placed within a
context of inter-term relationships. SWISS-PROT
keywords have recently been deﬁned http://www.
expasy.ch/cgi-bin/keywlist.pl. The deﬁnition for the
keyword ‘Activator’ is:
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cription of one or more genes, or the translation
of mRNA.
Such deﬁnitions will aid consistent use by
annotators.
Other controlled vocabularies in SWISS-PROT,
such as the feature table keys, comment topic keys
and the terms used in the organelle and reference
coverage ﬁelds are deﬁned (see http//ca.expasy.org/
sprot/userman.html#ftregion for feature key deﬁni-
tions), so the shared understanding is greater.
What these controlled vocabularies tend to lack is
the richer structure demanded by many ontologists.
The SWISS-PROT keywords are just a list of terms.
the feature table keys do, however, have an implicit
taxonomic relationships within groups of keys. For
example, there are various kinds of ‘region’ in
the SWISS-PROT feature keys. The key ‘site’, itself
arguably a kind of region, can be seen to have a
child ‘active site’. The feature ‘region’, is also split
into the child ‘binding region’ itself divided into
‘nucleotide binding, DNA binding’ and ‘metal
binding’. The ‘zinc ﬁnger’ feature is a kind of
DNA binding site, but also a kind of metal binding
site. This implicit taxonomy and other relationships
can be seen in Figure 1. In most systems that use
such keys, such as SRS [5], this implicit structure is
not exploited. A query against SWISS-PROT for
the feature key metal would retrieve only those
features labelled as metal, but not those labelled
ca-bind and zn-ﬁnger, which are also really kinds of
metal binding site. In the following section I will
describe how the structure offered by an ontology
can help both the annotator and the user of a
bioinformatics resource.
Document enrichment
I have already argued that a controlled vocabulary,
whether or not delivered by an ontology, helps
create a shared understanding (or partially so) of a
domain. The argument now moves on to how a an
ontology rich in relationships can be exploited in
bioinformatics applications. A rich ontology can be
used to check annotation in a database entry. The
Gene Ontology currently exists as three separate
taxonomies of term; there are no relationships
between the molecular function, biological process
and cellular location ontologies. the annotation
process relies upon the biological expertise of the
annotator. Such relationships could deﬁne which
functions took part in certain processes and where
in a cell or outside a cell these activities took place.
this extra knowledge could then be used to check or
control the annotations made in compiling an entry.
The application could guide the annotator through
Figure 1. The implicit taxonomy and other relationships found in the SWISS-PROT feature keys for protein regions
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mistakes occurring. It is possible, though unlikely,
that a human annotator could give a protein the
attributes of a ‘transfer RNA’ function; ‘amino acid
biosynthesis’ and ‘extra cellular matrix’ from within
the Gene Ontology. this is clearly biological non-
sense, but more subtle and harder to detect errors
could creep into annotation by attributing inap-
propriate terms to gene products. The knowledge
captured in the ontology about what functions are
present in processes in which location, allows a
computational check to be made upon annotations.
It would also be possible to add relationships
between terms and the species in which they
occurred. Our ontology, for instance, would want
to say that the process of photosynthesis occurs in
plants, but not in mammals. Again, this knowledge
is obvious, for the sake of argument, but our
ontology could talk about the biological process in
which phospholipases act, including that they are
part of snake venom. An expressive knowledge
representation language can restrict the action of
phospholipase in venom to certain species, without
affecting the general application to other species.
The counter argument is the complexity of biology
and the difﬁculty in modelling that knowledge [6] –
there are often exceptions to knowledge, that, for
example, avian red blood cells contain nuclei, and
these have to be captured in an ontology.
This richer structure can aid querying. The
implicit structure seen in SWISS-PROT feature
keys (see Figure 1) could be exploited during the
querying of the databank. Asking for all metal
binding sites would usually only retrieve those with
the feature key ‘metal’, but exclude those with the
key ‘ca-bind’ and ‘zn-ﬁnger’. Calcium binding sites
are obviously kinds of metal binding sites and
should be included in the answer. This is not so
much a failing of SWISS-PROT, but a failing in the
applications that query the resource. this would,
however, be easier if the relationships between types
of feature were explicit. consultation of the onto-
logy during query answering would ensure complete
recall of all metal binding sites.
This exploitation of structure can be pursued
further. Returning to the example of the Gene
Ontology above, where the three taxonomies have
been interlinked within relationships capturing
knowledge about, for instance, the processes in
which functions act, can be used to ask complex
biological queries within a databank. it would be
possible, for example, to ask ‘ﬁnd the proteins that
have a calcium binding site, are involved in signal
transduction and located in the cell membrane of
mice’. Also, given a set of answers to a query, it
would be possible to use this structure to navigate
around the structure of an ontology from a feature
like a binding site to functions and processes
implied by that feature.
As well as more constrained annotation like
features, ontology could supplement the more ‘free
language’ style of SWISS-PROT comment ﬁelds.
the ontology would not necessarily replace the
textual annotation, as it is still desirable that
humans can read the annotation. Nor would it be
possible to completely represent the richness possi-
ble in natural language. use of ontology supple-
mented annotation can aid machine processing (as
described above) by capturing the knowledge in a
form processable by computers.
The Gene Ontology describes function, process
and location without any modiﬁcation as to its
validity. Many annotations talk about the function
ascribed to a gene product as ‘experimentally
validated’ or ‘by similarity’ or ‘probable’. In its pre-
sent form, GO could not perform all these tasks.
There is no reason, however, why it should not do
so in the future. Validity and evidence could be
included as part of the ontology, rather than a
separate collection of terms used by annotators. A
relationship would be made, for instance, between
Molecular-Function and evidence. A dynamic or
post-co-ordinated, compositional ontology [4]
would allow a modiﬁer such as Experimentally
derived to be composed with any molecular function
such as ATP dependent calcium ion channel, creating
the concept of Experimentally derived ATP depen-
dent calcium ion channel, without having to exhaus-
tively create all possible concepts implied by the
relationship. So, a rich series of annotations can be
made, linking a protein to its molecular function
and thence to the process involved, its cellular
location, species and the degree of validity the
annotation holds. Such annotations can hold
almost as much information as the textual ﬁelds of
databases; making an equivalent amount of knowl-
edge computationally accessible.
Summary
The use of ontologies has become increasingly
popular in bioinformatics – for annotation, query-
ing, database schema and community reference [7].
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capture domain knowledge in a computationally
accessible form. A full and rich ontology has a
vocabulary of terms, deﬁnitions of those terms and
relationships between those terms. Having captured
knowledge, an ontology can be used to create a
shared understanding of the domain. It is possible
to be an ontology without necessarily having all the
components of a rich ontology. It is not the
question of whether an artifact is an ontology, but
whether it is a rich or poor ontology.
What is possible with the ontology is determined
not only by its content, but the structure of
relationships in which that content or terms are
held. Rich ontologies can offer much more than
mere controlled vocabularies, by means of the
structure of relationships in those terms or concepts
are held. Such ontologies can improve querying
annotations, creating annotations and using knowl-
edge in annotations during analysis of biological
entities. The richer an ontology, the more versatile
it is likely to behave. The primary aim of an
ontology is to create a shared understanding of a
domain; ﬁrst between humans and then an under-
standing that can allow machine processing. As the
amount of data in biology increases, computational
support for human analysis of that data becomes
more and more important. Sufﬁciently rich onto-
logies, that are ﬂexible and versatile, can have an
important role in supporting this analysis by
making the knowledge in resources such as
SWISS-PROT computationally accessible.
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